
New Constitution of Egypt; the outcome of a political power struggle

Purpose of the Constitution
- Fundamental principles according to which a state is governed
- Including:

o Position of president, parliament and courts
o Identity of the state (Muslim, secular) – concerns public life

Background

Prior to January 25 revolution
- Authoritarian president, lack of transparency
- Discussions about identity, article 2 that refers to the Sharia
- Constitutions since 19th century always had a place for the Sharia

Muslim Brotherhood
Founded in 1928 at time the Muslim world seemed to disintegrate
- End of Ottoman empire, unifying Muslims under one ruler
- Turkey during Attaturk, Islamic education forbidden
- British and French mandates

Resistance

In Constitutions since 1923
- Struggles over authorities granted to ruler
- Discussions about identity
- Repeated changes, often raising identity issues to mask other issues
- Abd el-Razzâq el-Sanhourî (1895-1971)

The revolution of January 25, 2011
Some major reasons:

- huge discrepancies between rich and poor
- police violence
- army not wanting Gamal Mubarak to  succeed father
 
Facts about the revolution
- Youth prime movers
- Muslim-Christian unity
- Religious leaders hesitant, knew this could bring Islamists to power

Real power in hand of army
But weakened police
Abdallah Schleifer “It was the army that decided to send off Mubarak, Uprisings in Egypt did not 
overthrow the social or political order but were soft coup d’etats.”
View of Schleifer resisted by Dr. Abu Eila el-Madi and others

The political struggle starts
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Following the revolution
- Mubarak deposed on February 11, ruling by SCAF
- Formation of group of constitutional experts
- Referendum March 19
- Key issue: New constitution first (liberals) or elections for parliament first? (Islamists)

First indication of miscalculation of liberals and Western observers
- Believed non-Islamists would be numerically stronger
- Referendum  accepted with over 77% 
- Opinion research Fatma el-Zanaty (published in: “The Sharia as the Main Source of 

Legislation; The Egyptian Debate on Article II of the Egyptian Constitution,” Tectum 
Verlag, Marburg, 2012.)

Following Referendum March 19, 2011
- Preparations for elections, discussions on date and how
- Demonstrations for various issues, at times clashes

Maspiro October 9, 2011
Mohammed Mahmoud street, November 2011
Clashes often linked to upcoming political issues
Police protecting Ministry of Interior but otherwise largely absent

AWR: see extensive studied on various conflicts.

13 sept 2011 President Erdogan of Turkey visiting Egypt
electrifying
Many Muslim Brothers look at Turkey as example

Parliamentary elections
December 2011- January 2012
Turn up high; People stood patiently in long lines, different from past

Freedom and Justice Party (Muslim Brothers)  – 48%
El-Nour (Salafi)  – 24%
Smaller Islamists parties  – 5%
Non-Islamists  – 23%
Global media shocked “since it was precisely nearly all of these parties whose leaders claimed 
credit for the Tahrir Uprising.”

Elections not perfect but certainly fairest since 1952
Foreign observers
Citizen monitoring
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Shura council elections
Also Islamist victory

Differences FJP and Nour Party

Freedom and Justice Party

Abdallah Schleifer:  “The FJP is an ideologically defined political movement with a time-tested 
cadre throughout the country and with a structure reminiscent of an effective Leninist party but 
using Islamic formulas to describe that structure.”

Focus on traditional Islam
Mix confrontational nature with political pragmatism

Salafis

Collection of sheikhs with each having their own following. Puritanical and “fundamentalist”
El-Nour Party established by particular faction of Salafis

Prior to revolution
Not challenging Muslim political authority as long as it did not prohibit Muslims from prayer. 
Did not participate in Tahrir uprising but appeared after Mubarak resigned.

Impact through
- dozens of Salafi TV channels mostly funded by Saudi and Gulf private interests
- funding for inexpensive or free Salafi literature, black and white theological perspectives, self-
appointed sheikhs, lacking Azhar education, calls for “visibly dramatic pious life.”

Danger
Mutations from Muslim Brothers and Salafi
Impatience, merging with revolutionary perspective
Inspired by radical doctrine of Sayed Qutb - takfir
That turns into Salafi-Jihadi (al-Qaida model)

Two Constitutional Assemblies

Formation of first Constitutional Assembly
Reflecting outcome Parliamentary elections, 75 % Islamist
Protests, rejected

Second Constitutional Assembly formed
Including representatives from major institutions
55% Islamist

Presidential elections
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Electoral commission – staffed by Mubarak appointed judges to disqualify three candidates for 
president, including incredibly popular Salafi preacher Hafez Abu Ismail.

1st round, May 23 and 24
 support of left-wing and liberal intellectuals for Abul Futouh who saw how unavoidable it was 
for a candidate to have some sort of prominent Islamic identity.
Morsi ranked very low in polls that involved individual name recognition, not party affiliation
Last minute substitute candidate

Parliament dissolved
On 14 June 2012, the Supreme Constitutional Court of Egypt ruled that the election was 
unconstitutional, and one third of the winners were illegitimate

2nd round, June 16 and 17. 
Ahmed Shafiq – support NDP cadre, NDP was bound together not by ideology but by patronage
Government largest employer
Party as structure collapsed, cadre remained
All went for Shafiq
Also urban working class – fear for economic instability went to Shafiq

In 2nd round liberal camp split, who did they fear most? Muslim Brothers or Shafiq?
Endorsement for Mursi by many of the leaders from Tahrir
Shafiq carried Cairo

Delay outcome elections
Commission said Morsi took 51.7% of the vote versus 48.3% for Shafiq

Efforts to form a broad coalition fail

Formation of a cabinet
Five MB ministers
Others technocrats

Mursi did consult secularist leaders before forming cabinet – claim that it was they who chose 
not to serve under Morsi so the burden for the failure to form a broad coalition appears to fall on 
them.

In August presidential advisors known/ efforts for broad coalition
Including liberal Copt Samir Marcos
See: http://www.arabwestreport.info/awr-welcomes-president-mursis-appointment-assistant-
presidents

Ugly media reporting against Muslim Brothers (deliberately creating fear)

Multiparty visit to the Netherlands
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Discussions on constitution with Dr. Amr Darrag
Copt George Messiha motivated to join Constituent Assembly

Withdrawals from Constituent Assembly
32 of the 100
Replacements

President Mursi’s November decree
Fear for ruling Constitutional Court
Clashes before the presidency
Referendum December 2012

Egypt is deeply divided and polarized. Main blocks: 
- National Salvation Front (loose cooperation)
- Old cadre resisting change – in ministries, security and army
- Islamists but Nour divided

Main issues of debate:

2nd Constitutional Assembly was dominated by Islamists
List George Messiha in AWR
Original 100 members – 55 Islamist
During voting 85 members – 65 Islamist
Amr Darrag: unfair to divide people this way, look at qualifications people
Withdrawals weakened non-Islamist positions

Debate on percentage needed to approve articles
Agreed 57% majority
Later complaints of being insufficient
But all members first agreed

Content

Article 2 - the principles of the Sharia are the main source of legislation – unchanged
During Mubarak- modernist reasoning of Supreme Constitutional Court

Liberals – wanted a definition for the Sharia
Salafis wanted Azhar as ultimate arbiter for the Sharia
FJP – did not want theocratic state – wanted rapid constitution

Article 3
Christians ruled by own personal status law, right to elect own leaders

Article 4
gives an interpretive role to al-Azhar/ consultation
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Article 219 added – explain Sharia in neo-traditionalist language

Most of Article 219's technical terms come from this traditional Sunni methodology, as taught by 
the madhhabs, which trained jurists in how to derive Islamic laws from scriptures -- the Quran, 
the hadith literature, and the records of scholarly consensus.

Two most antagonistic parties (Salafis and non-Islamists) had to compromise. Article 219 adopts 

neo-traditionalist language.

Results for most Salafis – principles no longer vague (for some Salafis still insufficient)

Non-Islamists achieved that they at least do not return to the 7 th century but middle ages

Consequences?

Traditional methods tend to lead to less strikingly liberal interpretations than did the SCC's 

modernist method, but some traditional scholars have embraced quite liberal positions.

If a proposed law is arguably inconsistent with a hadith found in a widely 
respected hadith collection, those who wish to adopt the law will have to engage openly and 
seriously with that hadith, and may have to line up scholarly authority to help question 
that hadith or re-interpret it.

Dr. Amr Darrag:
Not only legal arguments but political arguments played a role.
“Everybody knew elections were coming, and they had their supporters in whose eyes they 
wanted to be seen as the guardians of the principles they defended.”

Christian fears

Testimony of a Christian is of less value or may not be accepted against the testimony of a 
Muslim?

Dr. Darrag: not possible, Constitution is explicit about not distinguishing between any citizen on 
any basis. 

Defining state authorities

Limiting  presidential authorities
Dividing powers between the state institutions. 
Least authoritarian of all constitutions since 1923
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Freedoms

Articles 6, 8 and 9  - protection of freedoms, respect of rights and non-discrimination on any 
gender, religious or racial basis. 

Yet:

Article 44 prohibits insults or “implied” insults of prophets and messengers of God. 
- Restriction on freedom of speech

Civil-military relations

Article 195 – Minister of Defense needs to be a military officer
Article 197 – National Defence Council needs to have a majority of military commanders

This if gives Military right of veto over any national-security or sensitive foreign-policy issue.

Article 198 allows military tribunals for civilians “when a crime harms the armed forces.” 

Voting marathon on articles constitution
Completing voting in 16 to 18 hours
Liberals: this was rushed through
Amr Darrag: Discussions on individual articles had ended, this was voting only, not discussing 
formulations

Conclusion

- Least authoritarian constitution since 1923
- Article 219 worrisome.
- It gives in combination with art 4 Azhar sheikhs considerable influence. Azhar might be 

taken over at some point in time by more conservative forces
- Withdrawal of almost 1/3 of original members and outcome referendum in December 

2012 (32.9% electorate, 63.8 % in favor) shows constitution does not have the wide 
support as is desirable for a constitution.

Not perfect but outcome of much political power struggling 
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